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The decay of a nonlinear, short-wavelength, and monochromatic electromagnetic whistler wave

is investigated by utilizing a two-dimensional (2D) fully relativistic electromagnetic particle-in-

cell code. The simulation is performed under a low-beta condition in which the plasma pressure

is much lower than the magnetic pressure. It has been shown that the nonlinear (large-amplitude)

parent whistler wave decays through the parametric instability in a one-dimensional (1D) system.

The present study shows that there is another channel for the decay of the parent whistler wave in

2D, which is much faster than in the timescale of the parametric decay in 1D. The parent whistler

wave decays into two sideband daughter whistlers propagating obliquely with respect to the

ambient magnetic field with a frequency close to the parent wave and two quasi-perpendicular

electromagnetic modes with a frequency close to zero via a 2D decay instability. The two side-

band daughter oblique whistlers also enhance a nonlinear longitudinal electrostatic wave via a

three-wave interaction as a secondary process. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4982609]

It has been known that large-amplitude and monochro-

matic plasma waves are often unstable nonlinearly. One of

the well-known instabilities for large-amplitude parent

waves is the parametric instability, in which a forward-

propagating parent wave (P0) decays into a backward-

propagating daughter (D1) wave and a forward-propagating

sound wave (S1), i.e., P0 ! D1 þ S1, which is also referred

as the parametric decay. There is a number of studies in a

one-dimensional (1D) spatial system for parametric instabil-

ities of various finite-amplitude parent plasma waves, such

as circularly polarized Alfv�en waves,1,2 (right-handed-polar-

ized) high-frequency whistler waves,3,4 high-frequency (light

mode) radio waves,5 and Langmuir waves.6,7

Our previous 1D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation study

has (re)confirmed that the parametric decay of a finite-

amplitude (dB2 � 0:1B2
0) and monochromatic whistler wave

with a frequency close to the electron cyclotron frequency

xce takes place at a timescale of several hundreds of the elec-

tron cyclotron period. In the present study, we extend our

previous 1D simulation study to a 2D one for examining a

nonlinear development of an electron-scale, finite-amplitude,

and monochromatic electromagnetic whistler wave with a

frequency close to the electron cyclotron frequency in a self-

consistent manner. We show that the decay of the parent

whistler wave in 2D takes place much faster than in 1D. The

present 2D decay process is different from the one seen in

the previous 2D simulation of ion-scale whistler waves.8

A higher-order interpolation9 is combined to the charge

conservation scheme10 in a standard 2D fully relativistic elec-

tromagnetic PIC code to reduce numerical noises. An initial

condition is identical to our previous 1D simulation study.4 A

one-dimensional, single, sinusoidal, and right-hand-polarized

electromagnetic plasma wave mode is imposed in a 2D dou-

bly periodic system as a function of x only

By x½ � ¼ dB sin kx0x� x0tþ /½ �; (1)

Bz x½ � ¼ dB cos kx0x� x0tþ /½ �; (2)

Ey x½ � ¼ x0

kx0

dB cos kx0x� x0tþ /½ �; (3)

Ez x½ � ¼ �x0

kx0

dB sin kx0x� x0tþ /½ �; (4)

with t¼ 0 and / being a random phase (/ ¼ 0 is chosen in

the present study). An ambient magnetic field with an ampli-

tude of B0 is imposed in the x direction. One can easily find

that the applied electromagnetic fluctuations satisfy one of

Maxwell’s equations

@B

@t
¼ �r� E: (5)

To satisfy another Maxwell’s equation

1

c2

@E

@t
¼ r� B� l0J; (6)

we need an electric current.

In the present study, we assume that the electric current

is imposed by electrons only, i.e., J � Je ¼ �eNeUe. At the

initial state, we also assume that ions and electrons are dis-

tributed uniformly in the 1D system with the density

Ne¼Ni¼N0. Both ions and electrons have an isotropic

shifted Maxwellian momentum distributiona)Email: taka.umeda@nagoya-u.jp
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Then, the electron bulk velocity (or electron velocity fields)

Ue is obtained as

Uy;e x½ � ¼ k2
x0c2 � x2

0

x2
pe

xce

kx0

dB

B0

sin kx0x� x0tþ /½ �; (8)

Uz;e x½ � ¼ k2
x0c2 � x2

0

x2
pe

xce

kx0

dB

B0

cos kx0x� x0tþ /½ �; (9)

where xpe ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2N0=�0me

p
and xce¼ –eB0/me are the elec-

tron plasma and cyclotron frequencies, respectively. Note

that xce< 0 for right-hand polarized waves and that Ux,e¼ 0.

The bulk velocity of ions is set to Ui ¼ 0 as we assumed an

electron current.

We use an empirical model of the linear dispersion

equation for electromagnetic whistler waves based on the

cold plasma equations11 to obtain the frequency of the

imposed wave mode

x0 ¼ jxcej
jk0jkx0c2

x2
pe þ 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
be

p� �
jk0j2c2

; (10)

where beðiÞ ¼ 2x2
peðiÞV

2
teðiÞ=x

2
ceðiÞc

2 ¼ 2l0NeðiÞTeðiÞ=B2
0 is the

ratio of the electron (ion) plasma thermal pressure to the

magnetic pressure (so-called plasma beta) with VteðiÞ
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TeðiÞ=meðiÞ

p
being the electron (ion) thermal velocity. It

is noted that the above dispersion relation is an exact solu-

tion in the fluid limit.

The real mass ratio mi/me¼ 1836 is used, and the equal

temperature Ti¼ Te¼T0 is assumed. The grid spacing, the

time step, and the speed of light are set as Dx ¼ kDe

¼ Vte=xpe; xpeDt ¼ 0:005, and c¼ 100Vte, respectively. The

number of grid points is Nx¼ 5120 and Ny¼ 1280. Thus, the

system length is Lx � Ly ¼ 5120kDe � 1280kDe ¼ 51:2de

�12:8de, where de¼ c/xpe is the electron inertial length. The

number of particles per cell is 256 for each of the ion and

electron components. The ratio of the electron plasma fre-

quency to the electron cyclotron frequency is set as xce/

xpe¼�0.2236, which correspond to the initial electron beta

of be0¼ 0.004.

The wavenumber of the parent right-hand-polarized

electromagnetic plasma wave is kx0de¼ 3.927 (which corre-

sponds to Mode 32 in the x direction) and ky0¼ 0. The fre-

quency of the parent wave is given from Eq. (10) as

x0 ¼ 0:8865jxcejð¼ 0:1982xpeÞ. Thus, the parent wave is

on the branch of a high-frequency part of electromagnetic

whistler mode waves. The amplitude of the parent wave is

dB¼ 0.31623B0, given an amplitude of the electron bulk

velocity (velocity field) as jUej � 0:2635c. Therefore, we

ignore the relativistic effect in Eq. (10) since the Lorentz

factor is c� 1.

Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of the magnetic

field dBz component at y¼ 0 as a function of position x and

time t. The parent wave (at Mode 32) propagates in the þx
direction at a phase velocity of vp/c � 0.05, which is in good

agreement with the analytical phase velocity estimated from

the dispersion relation in Eq. (10).11 It should be noted that

the parent wave is subjected to the linear cyclotron damping

and quickly damps in a timescale of 1/x0 when the ampli-

tude is much smaller than the ambient magnetic field (dBz�
B0). On the other hand, the parent wave is not subjected to

the cyclotron damping in the present case with a large ampli-

tude, which suggests that the parent wave is on a branch of

the “nonlinear” eigenmode. In contrast to our previous 1D

simulation study where the backscattered daughter wave

appears at xpet� 800 (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 4), the parent wave

suddenly decays at xpet� 70 in the present 2D simulation.

Figure 2 shows the energy history of the electromag-

netic fields and particles. Panel (a) shows the energy densi-

ties of the magnetic field (jBj2 ¼ B2
x þ dB2

y þ B2
z ), the

electric field (jEj2 ¼ E2
x þ E2

y þ E2
z ), and the electron drift

energy density (Kejj � Pejj) in the direction parallel to the

ambient magnetic field. Panel (b) shows the energy densi-

ties of the magnetic field Bx component and the electric

field Ex and Ey components. Panel (c) shows the electron

kinetic energy density and the electron pressure in the

direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field

(Ke? and Pe? ¼ 2NeTe? ¼ NeðTey þ TezÞ). Panel (d) shows

the temperature of electrons in the directions parallel and

perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field (Tejj and Te?,

respectively). Panel (e) shows the temperature of ions in the

directions parallel and perpendicular to the ambient mag-

netic field (Tijj and Ti?, respectively). The energy density

and the temperature are normalized by B2
0=2l0 and T0,

respectively.

The total magnetic field energy decreases from

xpet� 70. The energies of the electric field Ex component,

the magnetic field Bx component, and the parallel drift

energy of electrons increase slightly earlier than the mag-

netic field energy decreases (xpet� 60), while the increase in

the ion kinetic energy in the present 2D simulation is much

smaller than in the previous 1D simulation.4 The result sug-

gests the excitation of sound waves propagating in the

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the magnetic field dBz component at y¼ 0 as

a function of position x and time t. The magnitude is normalized by B0.
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directions parallel and (quasi-)perpendicular to the ambient

magnetic field, which is, however, different from ion acous-

tic waves seen in the 1D parametric decay. The thermal

energy (pressure) of electrons in the direction perpendicular

to the magnetic field and the energy of the electric field Ey

component also increases as the magnetic field energy

decreases. During the decay of the parent wave, most of the

initial perpendicular electron bulk energy (Ke? � Pe?) due

to the velocity field of the parent wave is converted to the

perpendicular electron thermal energy, which is similar to

the previous 1D simulation.4 In contrast to the previous 1D

simulation,4 however, ion heating in both directions parallel

and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field is very weak

in the present 2D simulation.

The top panels of Fig. 3 show the spatial profile of the

magnetic field dBz component together with the wavenumber

spectrum at xpet¼ 70, when the electric field Ex component

saturates. There are two sideband modes at (kx0, 6 ky1) (where

ky1de¼ 1.47), suggesting that the parent wave is weakly mod-

ulated at Mode 3 in the y direction by these sideband modes.

It is also seen that there are two other wave modes at

(0, 6ky1), which may propagate in the direction quasi-

perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. These quasi-

perpendicular modes have a broadband spectrum in the kx

space (with a wavenumber range of �0.614<Dkx1de

< 0.614).

The bottom panels of Fig. 3 show the spatial profile of

the electron density dNe at xpet¼ 70 together with the wave-

number spectrum. There are two sideband modes at

(kx0, 6ky1), which correspond to the electrostatic component

of the daughter oblique whistler waves seen in the dBz com-

ponent. It is also found that a parallel electrostatic wave is

strongly enhanced at (2kx0, 0).

Since the timescale of the present decay instability is fast

(at a timescale of�10/xpe), it is impossible to obtain the exact

frequencies and propagation directions of the excited daughter

waves by the Fourier analysis. The previous studies suggested

the wave damping via the modulational instability where a

parent wave with frequency x0 and wavenumber k0 decays

into two daughter sideband waves with ðx06x1S; k06k1SÞ
and a daughter sound (longitudinal) wave with ðx1S; k1SÞ.12,13

From the analytic linear dispersion relation in Eq. (10),

the frequency of the two daughter sideband modes (oblique

whistlers) in Fig. 3 is obtained as x � 0:8359jxcej
ð¼ 0:1869xpeÞ, which gives the frequency difference of

x1� 0.0113xpe. It is suggested that the frequency differ-

ence is smaller than the ion plasma frequency. On the other

hand, there is no enhancement in the ion density (while

there exist thermal fluctuations on the order of magnitude

of dNi/N0� 10�4). Hence, there arises a question about a

contribution of ion dynamics in the present 2D decay pro-

cess. We performed an additional simulation run with

immobile ions (mi/me¼1 as a background component for

neutralizing electric charge) to solve this question. The

result is almost the same as the run with mi/me¼ 1836, sug-

gesting that the ion physics plays no role in the present 2D

decay instability.

It is suggested that the present 2D decay instability is

somewhat different from the 1D modulational instability in

the previous studies, where the daughter sideband modes are

excited at the frequencies x0 � x1 and x0þx1.12,13 In

the present 2D simulation, both daughter sideband modes

are excited at the frequency x0 � x1. As shown in Fig. 3,

FIG. 2. Energy history of the electromagnetic fields and particles. (a) The

energy densities of the magnetic field (jBj2 ¼ B2
x þ dB2

y þ B2
z ), the electric

field (jEj2 ¼ E2
x þ E2

y þ E2
z ), and the electron drift energy density (Kejj � Pejj)

in the direction parallel to the ambient magnetic field. (b) The energy densities

of the magnetic field Bx component and the electric field Ex and Ey compo-

nents. (c) The electron kinetic energy density and the electron pressure in the

direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field (Ke? and Pe?
¼ 2NeTe? ¼ NeðTey þ TezÞ). (d) The temperature of electrons in the direction

parallel and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field (Tejj and Te?, respec-

tively). (e) The temperature of ions in the direction parallel and perpendicular

to the ambient magnetic field (Tijj and Ti?, respectively). The energy density

and the temperature are normalized by B2
0=2l0 and T0, respectively.

FIG. 3. Spatial profiles of the magnetic field dBz component (top) and the

electron density dNe (bottom) at xpet¼ 70 together with the wavenumber

spectra on a logarithmic scale. The magnitudes of the magnetic field and the

density are normalized by B0 and N0, respectively.
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there exist other quasi-perpendicular daughter waves at

(kx, ky)� (Dkx1, ky1) and (Dkx1, �ky1) in the magnetic field Bz

component. These modes also exist in the magnetic field Bx

component. However, the structure (waveform) of the quasi-

perpendicular daughter waves is almost steady (with a fre-

quency close to zero), and the Bz and Bx components are

dominant. It is suggested that the quasi-perpendicular daugh-

ter waves are on branches of the nonlinear eigenmode since

a quasi-perpendicular electromagnetic wave mode with a fre-

quency close to zero does not exist in the linear dispersion

relation without ions.

There is also enhancement of the longitudinal electric

field (Ex) component at (kx, ky)¼ (2kx0, 0). From the wave-

form of the complex Fourier amplitude Ex(t, 2kx0, 0), we esti-

mate the frequency of this mode as x� 0.4xpe. This

frequency is close to 2x0, suggesting that this mode is also

on a branch of the nonlinear eigenmode. It is also suggested

that the enhancement of this mode is not directly by the pre-

sent 2D decay instability but by its secondary process, i.e.,

the three-wave interaction with (x0, kx0 6 Dkx1, ky1) and

(x0, kx0 7 Dkx1, �ky1). To confirm this three-wave interac-

tion, we have performed additional simulation runs with dif-

ferent plasma beta (be0¼ 0.001 and 0.016). The results show

that the longitudinal electrostatic wave is enhanced at

(kx, ky)¼ (2kx0, 0) with a frequency 2x0 in both runs.

In summary, a large-amplitude, monochromatic, and

parallel parent whistler wave with (x0, kx0, 0) decays into

two sideband daughter quasi-parallel whistlers with (x0 �
x1, kx0 � Dkx1, 6 ky1) and two quasi-perpendicular modes

with (x1, Dkx1, 6 ky1) via a 2D decay instability. It is noted

that the present five-wave coupling process is also regarded

as double three-wave couplings, i.e., ðx0; kx0; 0Þ !
ðx0 � x1; kx0 � Dkx1; ky1Þ þ ðx1;Dkx1;�ky1Þ and ðx0 � x1;
kx0 � Dkx1;�ky1Þ þ ðx1;Dkx1; ky1Þ. A longitudinal electro-

static wave is also enhanced at (2x0, 2kx0, 0) by a secondary

three-wave interaction with the sideband daughter quasi-

parallel whistlers. The low-frequency quasi-perpendicular

mode and the longitudinal electrostatic mode are on branches

of the nonlinear eigenmode, which disappear when the decay

process of the parent wave is completed. The timescale of

the present 2D decay instability is shorter than a hundred of

the electron plasma period, which is much faster than the 1D

parametric decay whose timescale is several hundreds of the

electron cyclotron period.

It should be noted that the excitation of the quasi-

perpendicular mode is similar to the filamentation instability

of the dispersive circularly polarized Alfv�en waves14 since

there exist current filaments along the ambient magnetic field

as indicated in the Bz comportment (Fig. 3). However, the fil-

amentation instability includes the coupling with the ion den-

sity fluctuations (i.e., linear eigenmode), which is different

from the 2D decay instability seen in the present study. In

the light of the independence on the electron beta, a multi-

dimensional decay instability in the electron magneto-hydro-

dynamic (EMHD) system15 is one of the candidates for the

wave-wave coupling observed in the present study, although

the strong enhancement of the parallel electric field energy

may not be valid in the EMHD system. In addition, the initial

bulk velocity of electrons is weakly relativistic in the present

study. A transverse instability can be driven by a strong

anisotropy in the initial kinetic energy of electrons16 via a

similar mechanism to the beam-Weibel instability,17 which

is another candidate.
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